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Chapter 2 -3 

KV 2/910-2 

KV 2/910-2, page 13 

 
Crown Copyright 

 

From  “Gusta”  (Ehlers) (the typist friend, Berlin) 

To  von Salzmann 

  Kensington Palace Mansions, London. 

Date of Letter  30/4/30. 

Date of Postmark         1/5/30 
  Sympathies over affair with Plaut (?) 
 “Will you not try Lady Hay as a postbox?  She is partly “in the know”, and very 
kindly offered me* to do it.  
 

 
* Gusta Ehlers, formerly Erich von Salzmann’s secretary 
 
 
 

↓ 
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KV 2/910-2, page 14       (minute 158a) 
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↓ 
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 KV 2/910-2, page 17a 
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The sender was: Gusta a typist (his secretary in China and likely when travelling) 
That the writer likely was a female became evident in the next letter 

 
 
↓ 
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   30. April 1930 
  Mein Lieber Herr Titale, (Salzmann’s friendship name) 
 gestern Abend kam dein Lieber langer Brief. Diese Geschichte mit Plaut ist ja einfach 
widerlich, so ein gemeiner Kerl.  Wen er mit der „hohen Person“ meint ist mir auch nicht klar. Du hast 
darüber ausführlich nur an Wertheimer und teils an Ullstein geschrieben, an Borch meines Wissens 
nicht, aber wäre Pochhammer möglich?  Ich glaube es nicht, aber den traue ich nicht Solf glaube ich 
sicher nicht. Es ist ja das Beste, dass du alles vernichtet hast.  Es tut mir leid, dass dieser Schmutz nun 
noch zu den Londoner Schwierigkeiten hinzu kommt. Es ist beim A.A. (German Foreign Office) 
natürlich der Aerger über „China siegt“. Das Buch wird sich doch durchsetzen und gegen die 
Wahrheiten können sie nicht gegen an. Das Schlimme ist, dass du mit Scherl scheinbar noch nicht 
recht eingearbeitet bist, denn wenn du deine befriedigende Arbeit hast, können sie dir ja sonnst ruhig 
den Puckel runterrutschen.  Ullstein halten natürlich zu Plaut, Jud ist Jud, da sind wir immer die 
Dummen. If hoffe noch, dass Scherl allmählich merkt, dass es etwas anderes von dir haben kann als 
nur die Raportage, oder sind die so heruntergekommen, dass geist garnicht mehr zählt?  Es is ein 
Elend und überall dasselbe.  Ich reibe mich auch hier wund an der stumpfen Materie. Was soll man 
machen. 
 Ich versuche nun einen teil meiner Wohnung zu vermieten, ist auch nicht so einfach, es gibt 
viele Zimmer zum vermieten und ich kann doch auch nicht jeden hereinnehmen, wo ich den ganzen 
Tag weg bin. Hoffentlich klärt sich das bald.  Das gibt dann nochmal eine mächtige Kramerei.  
 Willst du nicht Lady Hay als Postdepot nehmen? Sie ist doch teils im Bild und hat es mir es 
mir seht nett angeboten.  Ich glaube, dass sie da zuverlässig ist.  Mir wäre das sympathischer als eine 
Klapperschlange. 
 Sonnst erleb ich jetzt nicht viel, tagsüber im Büro, abends ein Haufen Sachen zu erledigen, 
vielem teils nette Post, die Menschen sind überhaupt nett zu mir, aber man muss ja doch alles selbst 
machen. Die Wohnung muss ich schon behalten, weil mir jetzt kein Mensch den Kapitalanteil an dem 
Haus abkauft, trotzdem ist die Miete noch recht hoch, aber Sie ist ja hübsch und auch wenigstens eine 
Bleibe.  
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   den 1. Mai 1930 
 Weiter kam ich gestern nicht. Ich glaube doch, dass du mal an Trautmann wegen Plaut, der T.P. 
Geschichte geschrienen hast. Und das ist natürlich Borch peinlich. Ich hoffe, die Sache wird sich in nichts 
auflösen. 
 Ich hatte gehofft, gestern noch meine Zimmer los zu werden, ist nun wieder nichts. 
(Please bear in mind, that we are just in the centre of the days of the great financial depression!) 
 Ich wünsche dir von Herzen alles Gute, nicht viel Aerger und weniger hetze. Wenn Käthe (von 
Salzmann’s wife) kommt, wird es wenigstens behaglicher für dich und jemand passt auf, dass du ordentlich i??t. 
Sonst kommst du doch ganz herunter. Ich werde am 4. Den letzten Brief von hier schicken und dann müssen wir 
mal weiter sehen. 
 Sehr, sehr viele herzliche Grüsse und Küsse 
     Von deiner 
Ich möchte dir so gern mehr schreiben, aber ich denke, das lesen ist zu schwierig für dich. Du wel?? ja, ???? 
denke.     
KV 2/910-2, page 20 

 
Crown Copyright 

   Metropolitan Police 
    Special Branch 

     Scotland House 
   2nd May, 1930 

Dear Harker, (M.I.5) 
 In case you have not yet seen it, I attach a copy of a Bow Street registration report on Salzmann, a 
German subject, who arrived here on 18th March of this year as a journalist representing “Verlag Scherl”, Berlin. 
From his date of birth he is clearly identical with the subject of your report No. R. List 450/7/M.O.5.0 of 30th 
September 1927. 

Yours sincerely, 
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From Plaut 
   Friedrich Ebert Str. 9, Berlin. * 
To Salzmann 
  o.o. German Embassy, Carlton House Terrace 
  (This is crossed out, and Kensington Palace Gardens written in.) 
Date of Letter  22/4/30 
Date of Postmark illegible. 
PF 39500 Plaut’s file does no longer exist. 
 
 Writer says that two years ago when Salzmann was at Peking he (Salzmann) wrote to 
a prominent person, and friend of Plaut’s and accused Plaut of trying to oust (expel) from the 
position of correspondent for Ullstein, by offering himself to Ullstein for a lower salary. 
 Plaut now approached Ullstein, who deny that they ever had an application from Plaut 
for Salzmann’s job. 
 Plaut now asks Salzmann to withdraw his allegations publicly. 
 
 
*  This is Schwedler’s address. 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Appointment of Captain E. von Salzmann as Londoner representative of “Verlag Scherl”.  
 

 Captain von Salzmann called here the other day. He said that, though he realised that the I.O. had 
something against him at the time he was refused a visa for India, yet he had come here because he had a 
perfectly clear conscience. The accusation that he was pro-Bolshevik was ridiculous. He intended to be objective 
and helpful while here. 
 I assured him that from F.O. (Foreign Office he would receive the same facilities as any other journalist. 

       R.A. Leeper. 
25/3/30. 

KV 2/910-2, page 56      (minute 116a) 
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Arrival 
    Port of Embarkation abroad Hoek of Holland 

Name Salzmann von Erich 
Age   53.  Sex Male 
Occupation Journalist 
Nationality   German  Nationality at Birth German 
Proposed address in the United Kingdom Regent Palace Hotel 
I.O. Stamp No. (11)  Port Harwich 18.3.30 
.. 
Other information Reff. Dr. Malay (AOB, likely pointing at his interest in India) 
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August Scherl  
… Berlin 

Zimmerstrasse, the same street where formerly von Salzmann’s address once was. 
Hern Erich von Salzmann 

… 
  Sehr verehrter Herr von Salzmann! 
   Nach Rückkehr von einer Auslandsreise finde ich Ihre freundlichen Zeilen hier vor. 
Es freut mich, daraus zu entnehmen, dass Sie sich in London schon recht eingelebt haben. Wie Sie vielleicht 
inzwischen schon gesehen haben, hat die „Nachtausgabe“ einen der freundlichst eingesandten Artikel schon 
abgedruckt. Solange in Deutschland die innerpolitischen Fragen noch so sehr im Vordergrund des Interesses 
stehen wie heute, wird es leider nicht möglich sein, alles abzudrucken.  
 Mit Herrn von Kries werden Sie wohl inzwischen wegen der Art der Buchführung des Londoner 
Dienstes sich besprochen haben. Ich möchte daher nur kurz wiederholen, wie ich mir den Londoner Dienst 
vorstelle.  Die täglichen Sachen aus London sollen, wie schon in den letzten Monaten, ausschlieslich durch 
Telegraphen-Union gegeben werden, von wo wir sie direkt erhalten. Vom 1. April ab sitzt ein besonderer 
Vertreter unserer Redaktion im Hause der Telegraphen_union0, um dort das eingehende Rohmaterial in 
Empfang zu nehmen und sofort an uns durchzugeben. Als Sonderdienst für unsere Zeitung käme also nur die 
Durchgabe besonders wichtiger Nachrichten und sofort an uns durchzugeben. Als Sonderdienst für unsere 
Zeitungen käme also nur die Durchgabe besonders wichtiger Nachrichten, die unsere Zeitungen speziell 
interessieren können, in Frage. Ferner Ergänzungsberichte, die zu den allgemein gehaltenen Berichten der 
telegraphen-Union nur gegebenenfalls nötig sind.  In dringenden Einzelfällen wird es sich empfehlen, bei der 
Leitung unseren Nachrichtendienstes, Herrn Halfeld, telephonisch anzufragen, ob besondere Nachrichten → 
(page 59) 
     

 
 

↓ 
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Nachrichten erwünscht sind. Doch bitte ich, den vorgesehenen Telephon-Etat nicht 
überschreiten zu wollen, wenn nicht ganz besonders dringende Angelegenheiten vorliegen. Im 
allgemeinen möchte ich Sie empfehlen, dass Sie mit der Telegraphen-Union-London sich 
dahingehend verabreden , dass Sie zu bestimmten Stunden bei der telegraphen-Union anrufen 
oder sich besonders wichtige Sachen vorliegen?? Von der Einrichtung eines besonderen 
Tickerdienstes möchte ich bitten Abstand zu nehmen. Wir hatten jahrelang einen solchen 
Ticker in unseren Londoner Büro, der zwar sehr viel Geld kostete, aber wenig nutzte. Ich 
glaube, dass der Ticker der ??? genügt. 
 
 Wenn der Londoner Flotten ??  

I would like to skip the final paragraph due to its hardly readability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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    31st March, 1930 
 Dear Vivian (S.I.S. M.I.6) 
  With reference to your CX/5775/ dated 27/3/30., an application was received 
from von Salzmann to come to this country at the beginning of this month, when we raised no 
military objection.  
  He actually arrived on the 18th, and is in process of taking over the post of chief 
representative of the Scherl Press.  One consequence of this, it is expected, is that von Kries, 
the present representative, will return to Berlin at the end of the Naval Conference, in which 
he appears to be taking a considerable amount of interest. 
  We have taken the usual steps with regard to von Salzmann, and will let you 
have any information of interest which may result. 
 
AOB:↕ this simple sentence, is about intercepting (and retaining) all mails addressed onto von 
Salzmann in England; executed by G.P.O. being photographically reproduced (photostat) and 
to be send to the concerned British Secret Services - and shown here - also to others. It is also 
evident, that similarly was accomplished by von Salzmann predecessor.  
 
  At the present moment he does not appear to be any too certain as to whether 
he will be allowed to remain in this country, owing to the trouble he had with our Authorities 
in the past*. 

Yours sincerely, 
 

Sgd. C.A.H. 
Major V. Vivian, C.B.E.,   M.I.1.c. (His name later appeared as a member of S.I.S. of M.I.6) 
 
* As usually - Britain claimed - to rule in China, and Germans were considered enemies 
already before WW I. Consequently, von Salzmann’s living in those days, and sometimes 
thereafter, in China and was considered an opponent to be ‘hunted’ upon. India was British 
ruled, but we know that Gandhi was opposing British ruling over India, and consequently, 
they did everything possible to refrain journalist and others getting in touch with Indians 
resisting British colonialism.    
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M.I.5  B.1.  26th March, 1930 

 
 

G.P.O. (Captain Booth). 
 
 With reference to our conversation yesterday, this is to confirm that the address:- 
     (Apartment 36) Kensington Palace Mansions, 
      De Vere Gardens,  
 
should be added to the check on the correspondence of Erich von Salzmann*. 
 
* Regularly first M.I.5. had to apply at the H.O. as to get a special Order as to execute where 
they are currently dealing with. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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PF. 38812 
(Salzmann/Muller)      25th March, 1930. 
  
 re Erich Salzmann. 
 
 This man arrived with his wife, “Kaethe”, at the Regent Palace Hotel on the 18th inst. 
From Berlin, and left the following day for Kensington Mansions, De Vere Gardens, S.W. 
 

     J.O. B/4 (M.I.5) 
 

* Might Müller have been the family-name of his wife Käthe? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Approaching the next file KV 2/910-3 
 

AOB: What has become apparent, is, the fact that most reference are lacking a sound minute 
number. This may point on to the fact that this file likely had been weeded as well is 

containing materials gathered, and being re-arranged in some kind of a successive order. 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Copy. 
From “Else”,  (name being made invisible)  Berlin 
To Hagemann (thus of German descent) 
  150 Earl’s Court Road   London 
 
Date of Letter  17/3/30 
Date of Postmark 17/3/30 
 
Photostat in PF 39252 (file no longer existing) 
 
Extract from Postscript: 
 
 “The American had just told me confidentially that the Chinaman* will probably not 
be able to stay over there for long, as he once had some trouble with the (British) Government 
there and has got a Pass (permit to stay in England) for only three weeks. But not a word is to 
be said about this.” 
 
* = von Salzmann 
(AOB: apparently this ‘American’ had been very well informed on British internal Secret 
Service information) 
See also my comment at: KV 2/910-2, page 69 * 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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For practical reason I have decided to transcribe all at the next page. 

 
 
 
↓ 
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Transcript of the foregoing page  KV 2/910-3, page 3 
 
4.7.16.   Extract from PF 188/33 Vol. 2 Indian Matters Misc. Dr. Herbert Müller (a Phantom) 
 
11.9.17. Extracts from P.F.1.  43  Hentig re Dr. Herbert Müller.  (a Phantom) 
 
10.1.17. Extracts from S.F. O/10B  J.A.W.’s information re the papers Tarak Nath Das 
 
22.2.18. B.M. CX 021821  re Dr. Herbert Müller*  (a Phantom) 
 
2.3.18.   B.M.  CX 021398  re Dr. Herbert Müller    (a Phantom) 
 
25.3.18. SF. 5/9 (Extract from the London „London and China Telegraph” 
 
18.6.18.  S.F. 5/9 (32) German Press on India & Cognate Matters 
 
5.12.24.  Copy of application from Erich von Salzmann for permission to proceed to India, 
sent by India Officea 
 
10.12.24. Reply to Indian Office giving our information re Salzmann. 
 
27.5.26.   India Office. 
     Visas to India not to be granted to von Salzmann without reference, 
19.5.27.   Extract re movements of Dr. H. Müller    (a Phantom) 
 
24.5.27.   CX number deleted M.I.1.c. report re Erich von Salzmann and Dr. Herbert 
Constantine Müller (a Phantom) 
 
31/5/27.   To M.I.1.c. – in reply to (11a) 
 
B/3          (Captain Tomlins) 
                I think that you should see note relating to Madam Borodin and others, at the end of 
(11a). The last para, of my letter to M.I.1.c. at (12a) will show you what we know of Krill. 
Perhaps you would like to add his name to the list of those Bolshevists whom you are trying 
to get rid of. 
      

AOB: this sheet provides quite some of the origin of the animosity upon Erich von Salzmann! 
AOB: With Phantom I would stress upon the fact that via someone in The Hague during WWI 
a Mr. Müller was linked to a mail-box-address. They never discovered who actually this man 
was, but such Phantoms have a very long life! 
 

↓ 
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This man is a German news-paper correspondent in China, with strong pro-Communist views. 
Personally, I hardly think that it is worthwhile sending this information out, as there does not appear to 

be any reason to regard Salzmann as being engaged in espionage or underground anti-British activities, His forte 
would appear to be rather open pro-German propaganda of the old Deutschland-über-Alles style. 

B/1 (M.I.5.) 
KV 2/910-3, page 6 
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13.1.28.      From M.I.1.c. no CX12650/22* report re Müller (the Phantom) 
    V (Section V?) 
        The real interest of the report however, lies in the last para.  Nothing has come in on our matter 
from Shafee I. (b.iii) (B3?) or I.B. and I have therefore written to Milno, in the appreciate file asking for 
information. 
        You may be interested in this as it affords a fresh example of the way our I.(b.iii) liaison out there 
functions, or rather not function. 
                  Here we actually learn of the matter affecting the security of the troops through an M.I.1.c. report 
addressed to I.P.I. and in no other way. 
 
B.1. (M.I.5)  ??.1.29 

 
Crown Copyright 

 Seen, thank you. I do not think we can do anything, about this. I have today received a letter from 
Colonel Blaker which states that owing to the absence of himself and Shelley from Shanghai for so many 
months, the I (b) organisation has been in rather a bad way.  I think we must hope that things will be better now 
that Blaker and Shelley have again settled at headquarters. 
O.  2.26 
 

↓ 
KV 2/910-3, page 8    (minute 53) 
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O. (Major Philips) 
 To see letter (52a) (2/2/29) To I.P.I. – re desirability of issuing circular against von 
Salzmann)  Erich von Salzmann encountered quite some opposition from  members of the 
Services. 
 
As a matter of fact, I thought that you usually consulted I.P.I. on points of this sort first.  
Personally, my own opinion is that as it is a probably very difficult to keep an eye on German 
agents travelling about the Far East, a circular should be issued as soon as possible to prevent 
von Salzmann from getting a visa in British territory. 
 
 If I.P.I. concurs I presume that, as the circular will primarily concern the Far East, it 
will be for you to take the necessary action with the Home Office.  
 
B/1 (B.1.)      4/2/29 
KV 2/910-3, page 9 
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22.2.29 letter to Home Office  
57. 

Home Office (Mr. Davies) telephoned to say that as the possibility of von Salzmann 
endeavouring to come to the U.K. seemed rather remote he did not consider that a Home 
Office circular was justified. 
 
6.3.29. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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2.4.29.  Passport Control department re 
14/5/29. From H.Q. Shanghai.  Report on von Salzmann’s recent trip to Sino-Burmese 
frontier, 
23/5/29. From Royal Canadian Mounted Police acknowledging 62a. 
 
7.6.29.  From Khartum acknowledging 62a 
.. 
.. 
23.7.29. From Tanganyika.   Asking for further information re Salzmann 
 
* AOB: as I have already stressed upon, that von Salzmann lived in China and appreciated 
this environment rather well; as did von Hentig. Both Germans, were “hunted” by British 
Secret Services. At least von Hentig was really superior to them and, we may consider that 
the Services feared also von Salzmann’s capacities. But von Salzmann was then much older 
then was once von Hentig. 
https://www.cdvandt.org/von-hentig-versus-uk.htm     
and   
https://www.cdvandt.org/Von-Hentig's-around-the-world-journey-versus-Britain.mp4  and 
and 
https://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-393-394-von-Hentig-modi.pdf  
 Some may not like the von Hentig stories, but albeit it played mainly during WW I, they 
proved, even about 1948, - to be still ill frustrated; but after-all they (The British Services) 
were on the losing side. Significant was also: von Henting’s diplomatic success in 
Afghanistan!  
We must therefore, consider - von Salzmann’s story - as to prevent similar “blame” (blamage) 
as was encountered within the “von Hentig Case”. 

https://www.cdvandt.org/von-hentig-versus-uk.htm
https://www.cdvandt.org/Von-Hentig's-around-the-world-journey-versus-Britain.mp4
https://www.cdvandt.org/KV-2-393-394-von-Hentig-modi.pdf
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17.1.30.  See KV 2/910-3, page 1 
Note.  Reference this letter – we have f.p.’s for one Erich von Salzmann, a German ex-officer, recently 
correspondent for the “Frankfurter Zeitung” in the Far East, and strongly believed to be working for the German 
Secret Service. As, however, this man had been as not to be granted a visa without reference, it appears unlikely 
that he is identical with the individual whose name is, presumably Salzmann. 

Sgd. N.W. 
B.1. (M.I.5) 23.1.30. 
13.2.30. From M.I.1.c. (later S.I.S. (M.I.6)) – report re the replacement of von Kries by von Salzmann. 
 
… 
Note.  “Salt uncle” obviously refers to von Salzmann. 
 
Note. Discussed this case with Major Vivian, M.I.1.c (later S.I.S. (M.I.6)), who said that he always felt 
vaguely uneasy about von Salzmann having been refused a Visa for India. He appears to regard China as 
Salzmann’s particular line of country, as does not anticipate him being much danger outside it. 

Sgd. N.Watson. 
B.1. (M.I.5.)   17/2/30. 

(minute 90) 
Major Alexander, 
 Please see (87a) and Minute 89, with reference to your question at (86a); also extract from intercepted 
letter at (88a). My own view is that we should not raise any objection to von Salzmann coming to this country. 
  
 If you concur I think a H.O.W. (Home Office Watch index?) should be taken out → (page 13) 
 

 
 
↓ 
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on him on his arrival to ascertain whether his activities in this country extend beyond journalistic ones, and if he 
becomes a member of the German ‘Secret press Service’. 
  Perhaps you would minute the file to B. (B.1. at M.I.5.?) if you concur. 
B.1. (M.I.5)  18.2.30.  Sgd.  N. Watson. 

91. 
Mr. Watson (N.W.). 
 I fully concur your views on von Salzmann’s being allowed to come here, and suggested action. 
 I considered that von Salzmann should be excluded from British (Colonial) Territory overseas because 
he seemed likely to be dangerous there (India), and it was difficult, if not impossible, to keep an eye on his 
doings on the other side of the world. 
 Here, however, the situation would be different. If he came here as von Kries’ successor, we should 
know when he arrived where he went to, what he is doing, and some, at any rate, of his contacts. It would 
therefore be better for us to have this man as a successor to von Kries than someone of whom we know nothing. 
 I suggest, therefore that in the event of his applying to come to this country and the matter being 
referred to us, that we should raise no objection, but stipulate (order) that we should be informed when he 
arrives, and to what place he goes. 
 In case, however, that the matter is not referred to us, I think that von Salzmann should be green-carded, 
so that we may know of his arrival anyway. 
 I do not think that any other action is necessary unless, or until, his application is referred to us, or we 
receive notification of his arrival. 

B.1. (M.I.5)  26/2/30.  Sgd. (Major Alexander) 
A.2 (H.O.) (Miss Dicker) 
 Will you have a green-card inserted in H.O. Traffic Index, please for Erich von Salzmann? 
B.1. (M.I.5.)   3.3.30  N.Watson 
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B. (M.I.5?) (Mr. Harker) 
 von Salzmann is coming to this country to take over the duties of von Kries as chief representative of 
the Scherl News. 
 von Kries is well known to us for his espionage activities. It was he who originally organised the 
German (pre-Nazi) ‘Secret Press Service’ in this country. 
 In 1928 von Salzmann was representing the “Frankfurter Zeitung” in Shanghai. M.I.1.c. (forerunner of 
S.I.S. (M.I.6)) reported that there was strong evidence to show that he worked for the German (pre-Nazi) Secret 
Service, and stated (to whom, or was it a guess?) that he had been in close touch with Soviet officials in China.  
 
* AOB: nowadays not well known – since the Rapallo Treaty (1922) where Russian and German agreed 
(secretly) on mutual cooperation. The German ‘Reichswehr’ was secretly allowed to test their equipment 
including – manoeuvre space for example the German Airforce and Tank-troops. All those engaged, were 
removed from their local card index. And virtually did not exist, without any trace) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Rapallo_(1922)  
German version: 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertrag_von_Rapallo    
These circumstances may well (also) to be taken in consideration; as to judge von Salzmann’s contacts with 
Russians. Hitler was the one, after he came to power, who stopped their mutual cooperation. But on 25th August 
1939 a new mutual cooperation between Russia and Germany was established; but the focus was more on 
economic aspects and, in some respect, on some military cooperation in mutually occupied Poland.  
 
As a result of this, a circular was issued to prevent him from obtaining a visa for any British territory. 

… 
 In view of von Salzmann’s past association with the German Secret Service (*AOB: we have learned 
from von Hentig files, that British Secret Services, included all British subjects as a future information source, 
doubtlessly) and of the nature of the work carried out by the man he is about to succeed, I consider it very 
desirable that a check should be taken out on his correspondence, and submit H.O.Watch (Index?) for signature, 
if approved.  
B.1. (M.I.5)  17.3.30  Sgd. N. Watson.  
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Rapallo_(1922)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertrag_von_Rapallo
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Please digest its main content yourself 
 
 

Reason:  Suspected of espionage 
 On behalf of a foreign 
 Power (Non-Nazi Germany) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Copy of letter. 
S/24952.       Foreign Office. 
 
Mr. Grant. 
 With reference to our Memo. No. S/29452 dated the 17th instant, regarding Erich von Salzmann, the 
German embassy as pressing for a reply. Could you, therefore, let us have your views as soon as possible? 

   Sgd.  R.T. Parkin. 
 

Passport Control department, 
 Foreign Office, S.W.1. 
 
February  21st, 1930. 
 
Copy of letter. 

     3rd March 1930. 
 

537010/2.H.O.JCG. 
 
Mr. Parkin – Passport Control Dept. 

Erich von Salzmann. 
….. 

 H.O. has not excluded this alien (Erich von Salzmann) from the U.K.; it was decided by the F.O. 
(Foreign Office), the W.O. (War Office) and the I.O. that Salzmann should not be granted a visa for India or any 
other British Overseas Territory.  He does not need a visa for the U.K., of course. 
 Salzmann will have to apply for leave to land from the I.O.(?) at the port of arrival, like any other alien, 
but is not apparently likely to be refused such leave unless W.O. (War Office) (to whom a copy of this being 
sent) raise such strong objections that the Secretary of State decides to prohibit the man from landing. 
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Erich von Salzmann. 
 This German ex-officer, who has been appointed London correspondent of the Hugenberg 
(news)papers, was strongly believed to be working for the German Secret Service in the Far East. As a result, he 
was circulated in 1926 as not to be granted a visa for any British Territory Overseas without reference. It was 
thought unlikely that he would endeavour to come to the U.K. and was, therefore, not circulated by H.O. (Home 
Office). 
 As is usual in the case of journalists, F.O. would like him to be allowed to come. Count von Bernsdorff 
(during WW I the German Ambassador in Washington) has called at F.O. about the case, and it will be seen that 
Sir Miles Lampson reported favourably about the Alien’s activities in China.  
 Probably he does carry out a little Intelligence work, like most foreign (and British journalists abroad) 
journalist; but in this particular case there is nothing to show that the alien is very harmful, in fact, we have only 
the “belief” referred to above, against him, which is certainly not enough to justify exclusion. 
 We had no part in the suspicions cast upon the alien, and I think F.O. ought to be reminded of that fact. 
 ?Say to P.C. Dept. that H.O. has not excluded this alien from the U.K. and that it was decided by the 
F.O., the W.O. and P.O. that he should not be granted a visa for India or any other British Overseas territory. He 
does not need a visa for U.K. of course.  
 Salzmann will have to apply for leave to land from the I.O. at the port of arrival, like any other alien, 
but it is not apparently likely to be refused such leave unless W.O., (to whom a copy of this is being sent) raise 
such strong objections that S. of S. decides to prohibit the man from landing. 
…. 
Home Office.  
 Seen, thank you. Our opinion is and always has been, that von Salzmann’s presence in British 
Territories Overseas is undesirable owing to difficulty of supervising his movements there. 
 In view of the different circumstances in this country, however, we do not propose to raise any 
objection to → (page 19) 
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Mr. Grant. 
 Count von Bernstorff (once German Ambassador in Washington until the outbreak of war between 
Germany and the United States) called to see Leeper of the News department, Foreign Office, on the 14th instant, 
to enquire if Herr Erich von Salzmann, who has been appointed London correspondent of the Hugenberg 
(news)papers, would be persona grata or not to the authorities if he came. Herr von Salzmann is unwilling to 
come if he feels that he will be suspect while he is here.  Foreign Office records show that he was refused a visa 
for India and Burma in April 1929, at the request of the (British controlled) the India Office, in spite of the fact 
that Sir Miles Lampson reported favourably about his activities in China. He asks for a reply as soon as we can 
get the enquiry through. 
 
“Passport Control Dept. 
 Could you inquire whether Herr von Salzmann’s record in India would make him persona grata to the 
H.O.? you will see that he does not wish to come to London if he is considered suspect. I have promised to let 
Count von Bernstorff know as soon as possible. Personally I think that it would be better to take the line that 
there would be no objection whatever to his coming here.  It is very different from his going to India, where no 
doubt he might do harm if he wished to. In the Dept. we are in principle opposed to blocking journalists or to 
bearing resentment against them on the grounds that in the long run it does us more harm than good” 

 Sgd. R.A. Leeper 
 M.I.5 wrote to us on the 19th March last regarding von Salzmann as the result of which we issued a 
circular about him. 
 
 Will you kindly let us have your observations as early as possible? 
 
       Sgd. P. Back. 
 
Passport Control Department, 
   Foreign Office 
 17th February 1930. 
 
 

↓ 
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From E. von Salzmann 
  Kurfürstendamm 75 (he might have stayed in an Hotel or Pension) 
   Berlin 
To von Kries   
  40. Queen’s Gate Terrace, 
   London. 
Date of Letter    10/3/30. 
Date of Postmark  10/3/30. 
Photostat file in PF 38196 (von Kries) (file no longer existing) 
 
 Writer is sorry he will not be able to take over von Kries’ flat, but as he is coming with 
his wife and his daughter will later be joining him, it will be big enough. 
 
 He will arrive in London on the 18th March and stay at the Regent Palace Hotel while 
looks for a house, but will not get one of his own before the end of the summer. 
 
 Presumes von Kries will be staying some time longer in London as his advice will be 
of the greatest value, both to writer and to the work of the firm. 
 

Sgd. N.Watson. 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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M.I.5.  (Major Alexander) 
 

Major von Salzmann. 
 
 You will be interested to learn that it is the intention of the Scherl Verlag, 
Deutschnational Hugenberg Press, to recall it London Correspondent, von Kries (vide 
correspondence ending with your PF 38196 of 9.1.30., and especially our CX/ made invisible/ 
(Section V) of 17.10.29, and to send Major von Salzmann to take his place. It will be recalled 
that Von Salzmann has been in China for the Ullstein Jewish Democratic Press (vide your PF 
38812 (von Salzmann’s file number) of 20.8.29). Von Salzmann, in view of the fact was not 
allowed to entre India, on his return to Germany from China, is asking the German 
Ambassador in London to find out from the Home Office whether he will be admitted to the 
United Kingdom. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Note. 
 At present the situation regarding von Salzmann is that in March 1929, a circular was issued to all 
Consular and Passport Control Officers that he should not be granted a visa for any British territory.  At the time, 
the H.O. did not consider a H.O. circular justifiable, as they thought it was unlikely that he would endeavour to 
come to the U.K. 
 In November 1928, a report was received from Captain Shelly from Shanghai, saying that von 
Salzmann, according to his own statement, had applied for a London post, but was informed that it would not be 
vacant, and he could not say then if he would be appointed to Washington. He was then representing the 
“Frankfurter Zeitung”.  
 The circular against him was issued as the result of M.I.1.c. (later known as: S.I.S. within M.I.6.) report 
at (49a), which stated that there was strong evidence to show that he worked for the German Secret Service.  The 
report also stated definitely that he had been in close touch with Soviet officials in China. 
 
        Sgd. N. Watson. 
 
Please bear in mind first: 
 
* AOB: nowadays not well known – since the Rapallo Treaty (1922) where Russian and German agreed 
(secretly) on mutual cooperation. The German ‘Reichswehr’ was secretly allowed to test their equipment 
including – manoeuvre space for example the German Airforce and Tank-troops. All those engaged, were 
removed from their local card index. And virtually did not exist, without any trace) 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Rapallo_(1922)  
German version: 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertrag_von_Rapallo    
These circumstances may well (also) to be taken in consideration; as to judge von Salzmann’s contacts with 
Russians. Hitler was the one, after he came to power, who stopped their mutual cooperation. But on 25th August 
1939 a new mutual cooperation between Russia and Germany was established again; but the focus was more on 
economic aspects and, in some respect, on some military cooperation in mutually occupied Poland.  
 And that in intellectual circles contact with Moscow (Moskau) wasn’t an exception. 
 

↓ 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Rapallo_(1922)
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertrag_von_Rapallo
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Note on enclosures sent with M.I.1.c. (later S.I.S. within M.I.6) letter No. CX/ number deleted   dated 12/8/29. 
  

Von Salzmann arrived at Bangkok on 25/4/29 from Indo-China, and left on 15/5/29, together with his 
wife and his secretary, Gusta Ehlers, (of German nationality) for Berlin, via Penang, Singapore, and Marseilles.  
The party was not able to go via India, as visas were refused at the British consulate general. 
  

Von Salzmann had an article published in the Bangkok “Daily Mail” under date 27/4/29, in which he 
mentioned that he had been refused by the (British) Government of India right of the entry into Burma, and that 
he would not even grant him a transit visa.  He said that Mr. Waterlow, the former British Consul in Bangkok, 
had tried to help him, when he visited London some time ago, to get the matter cleared up.  He did not 
understand why he should not be persona grata in British Colonies.  He stated that he had never had any 
dealings, to which exception could be taken, with Indians, and that he was in no way in favour of communism. 
  

Von Salzmann struck the American Minister – who had met him at the German Legation – as being 
anti-British, and he was not favourably impressed with him.  
 
 During his stay in Bangkok, von Salzmann gave a lecture at the German Club to the German circle on 
“Five thousand kilometers through China”, he he described a journey which began at Peking, via Darren, Singtoa 
(Tjingtao, the former German place, which was lend like was once Hong-Kong), Shanghai, Suchow, Wuhsieh, 
Nangking, finishing at Yunnanfu.  Von Salzmann have as his opinion that China had a great future, but that it 
would take a long time to come. 
 
 On his return to Germany he proposes to write a new book, after which he hopes to return to Shanghai, 
having left Peking for good.  
 
14/4/29. 
 
 
 

↓ 
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PF. 38812 (von Salzmann’s file number) 
     2nd August, 1929 

 
 Dear Vivian,  
  Very many thanks for your CX/5775?  Dated 29/7/29, with enclosures, which I return 
herewith. 
 Thank you also for your CX/5775? Of 31/7/29, from which I observe that there is no further evidence to 
show that von Salzmann is still working for the German Secret Service. 
 In view of his past history, however, I shall be very glad of any further information you may be able to 
obtain regarding his present activities. 

  Yours sincerely.   N.Watson. 
KV 2/910-3, page 30 (minute 77a) 
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M.I.5.   (Major Alexander) 
Erich von Salzmann. 

 In continuation of our letter numbered as above (CX…), we have now heard from our representative in 
the Far east by wire stating that there is no further evidence available to show that von Salzmann is still working 
for the German Secret Service.  Our representative further states that he has been informed that von Salzmann 
left Bangkok for Germany on the 20th May on the S.S. Azay Leridean. 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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British Consulate General, 
Yunnanfu. 

  April 5, 1929. 
 Dear Sir Miles, 
  I write to confirm my telegram No.1 of the 28th ultimo reporting that von Salzmann and his 
secretary (Gusta Ehlers) left this province on March 26. 
 It appears that, having been refused a visa by me, he abandoned his plan of proceeding to Tengyueh and 
Burma and applied to Lépissier, the French Consul, for a visa for Tonkin (now Vietnam). Lépissier referred the 
application to the Governor, who replied that it should be refused, as von Salzmann was connected with the 
“Commintern” (Komintern). 
 Von Salzmann, however, was unwell and pressed his application, offering (so the French Vice Consul 
informs me) to put himself in the hands of the police at Lackay on the border and proceed in their charge straight 
to Haiphong.  So he was ultimately granted a transit visa and left, as stated above, on March 26, his immediate 
destination, according to this own statement, being Bangkok. 
 He did not come to say goodbye to me, but perhaps in the circumstances, that was not unnatural. 
 When he called on me on his arrival in Yunnanfu, he mentioned that he had met some British 
missionaries at Chaotung, a place north of the province, on the Suifu-Yunnan road.  A day or two after I first saw 
him, I happened to receive a letter from Mr. Evans, a missionary at Chaotung.  The letter was on an entirely 
different subject, but it contained a passing reference to the arrival there of a Russian. As the Russian’s 
appearance in Chaotung must have closely coincided with that of Salzmann, I made further enquiries about him, 
and I enclose herewith copies of two letters on the subject, one from mr. Evand and the other from Mr. May, 
another English missionary living at Tungch’uan, some miles of Chaotung. 
 It seems improbable that the appearance in this neighbourhood at the same time of Salzmann and 
Prokov was anything more than a coincidence.  
 At the same time, it is strange that a man poorly off, living in Shanghai, who was anxious to return to 
Canada, should make his first efforts in that direction by undertaking the long journey up to Yangtze to Suifu 
and Yunnan. I am sending copies of the enclosed letters to Shanghai and Chungking lest he turns up there.  In 
the meantime, I shall make such enquiries as I can as to his present whereabouts. The “two other Europeans” 
referred to in Mr. May’s letter were, of course, von Salzmann and his secretary.  

Sgd. Cecil Kirke 
Sir Miles Lampson …. Peking 
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F.O. File F.2981/796/10. 
     CX/ 5775? 

British Legation 
Peking 

30th April, 1939 
Sir, 
 With reference to my despatch No. 518 of 2nd April I have the honour to transmit to you herewith a 
copy of a further letter from His Majesty’s Consul General at Yunnanfu in which he reports the departure of 
Captain von Salzmann and his secretary (Gusta Ehlers) from Yunnan. 
 
2. From telegraphic correspondence with His Majesty’s Ambassador at Berlin, (Sir H. Rumbold’s 
telegram unnumbered of April 2nd and my reply of April 4th) which was repeated to you, you will have seen that 
an echo of the complaints emitted by Captain von Salzmann from Yunnan had reached his employers in Europe. 
 
3. With regard to the presence in Yunnan of the Russian, Prokov, of which mention is made by Mr. Kirke, 
this man is possibly only one of the many destitute Russians who are nowadays met with throughout China. 

I have the honour to be, 
With the highest respect, 

Sir, 
Your most obedient humble servant, 

Sgd.  Miles W. Lampson 
The Right Honourable 
 Sir Austen Chamberlain, P.C. K.G. etc, etc, … 
  Foreign Office. 
 

↓ 
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   Police Headquarters 
   Hong Kong 

    22nd May, 1929. 
 Colonel Sir V.G.W. Kell   K.B.E.   C.B. 
  35 Cromwell Road, S.W.7. 
  
 Sir, 
  I have the honour to acknowledge with thanks your letter N. PF.38812 /D.S. (0) (von 
Salzmann’s file number), dated the 10th April, 1929 containing information regarding one Erich von Salzmann, a 
German ex-officer. 
  I have no information of him to date, but should he come to notice I will inform you. 

I have the honour to be, 
     Sir, 

Your obedient servant,  
 

Captain Superintendent of Police. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Not to be circulated. 
The following Information has been received from S.I.S. Sources. 

Von Salzmann. 
 Early in January information was received from official sources to the effect that von Salzmann 
contemplated a trip from Chungking to the Birma borders, via Yunnanfu, Tengyeh and Bhamo. 
 The reasons for this trip were officially given as enquiry into the state of affairs prevailing in Western 
China at that time, and von Salzmann stated that he was travelling simply in the capacity of a journalist, and that 
his trip had no political significance at all. 
 Early in February, information was obtained, however, that von Salzmann had actually undertaken the 
journey via the Sino-Burmese frontier “to work among the frontier tribes for some of his friends”.  Nothing is 
known of the exact nature of his work, but in view of the secrecy maintained by von Salzmann regarding the 
expedition, the same source gave it has his opinion that “it must have something to do with Soviet work which 
von Salzmann has always been interested”. Before proceeding on his journey, von Salzmann obtained from His 
Majesty’s Minister in Peking a letter of introduction to the British Consul-General at Yunnanfu, wherein the 
letter was requested to lend his good office to von Salzmann/ At the same time von Salzmann von Salzmann left 
Chungking, information was received from London that the special commission for Chinese affairs at Moscow 
had recommended the consideration of Borodin’s proposals regarding the organisation of new propaganda 
centres on the Burma-Chinese frontier. In view of von Salzmann’s known connection with the Soviets, (this 
connection is based on irrefutable evidence) his trip is regarded with considerable suspicion and at the instance 
of the Govt. of India, visa facilities to enable him to travel through Burma were refused.  It is understood that 
von Salzmann has been granted visa facilities by the French consular authorities in Yunan to enable him to 
proceed to Hanoi, but his onward movements are unknown.  
 

Sgd. Shelly?? 
Captain 

General Staff 
10/4/29. 
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Refused permission to Enter Burma: Describes Ruined condition of Yunnan 10th March 1929 
Strict orders have been given by the (Colonial)government of India that Captain Erich von Salzmann, the widely 
known German correspondent is to be forbidden entry to Burma en route to Rangoon, he has informed the 
United Press. This unusual order was conveyed to von Salzmann, according to the latter, by the British Consul at 
Yunnanfu, Mr. Cecil Kirke. Von Salzmann and his secretary (Gusta Ehlers) have been making an arduous trip up 
the Yantze from Shanghai and across the country and the denial of transit through Burma has embarrassed him 
greatly because all mail money to Rangoon, which now cannot be reached.  
 Sir Milles Lampson, in Peking, had sent out telegraphic introductions on behalf of von Salzmann to 
various British Consuls, von Salzmann says.  His only recourse was to seek from the French the privilege of 
obtaining a transit visa through Indo-China to Siam (now Thailand), where he expected to go to Bangkok and 
thence around to Rangoon and have the missing luggage sent by sea.   
He arrived at Yunnanfu after an extraordinary journey of 26 days-24 marching and two resting-from Suifu on the 
upper reaches of the Yangtze, crossing northern Yunnan.  
A ruined Land 
“This poor and highly mountainous land” says von Salzmann, “Is still half in ruins since the communist uprising.  
The population is disheartened and indolent. Villages are scarce, inns abominable, nearly all the bigger houses 
are broken and burnt and temples are empty and in ruins. Opium growing and smoking takes place everywhere, 
amidst filth, dirt and vermin indescribable. 
“Everybody marches with large military escorts, which I (von Salzmann) refused. Several robber generals 
control the land, but we did not meet one of the robber armies. In this respect we were very lucky because 
otherwise we would most probably have been stripped of everything as happened to an American Military 
Attaché. I marched always with rifle ready, because small robber gangs were evidence everywhere. Many 
travellers were looted.  
 “Many passes were above 10,000 ft. (>3000 m) . Storms were terrible and roads very often not in 
existence. Our caravan consisted of 16 carriers, on ahead man and cook. The Chinese, although afraid of the 
robbers and the bad road, the scare food and constant strain of the tremendous ups and downs, behaved very 
faithfully. The province of Yunnan is a desolate and disrupted state of general warfare and suffers immensely.  
Von Salzmann’s health is not good and he expressed bitterness over the British action in “bluntly denying a 
transit visa such as is given any criminal to reach s?ather? communication at a port””.  His whole trip had been 
based on proceeding to Rangoon from Bhamo – United Press. 
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Erich v. Salzmann.  
 Born about 1877 (actually 1876) comes of a typical Junker family and is imbued with all the best 
traditions of his class.  He was in the German cavalry in his younger days and was an exceptionally horseman. 
He served with the German forces in China during the Boxer outbreak and then undertook rather a remarkable 
journey across Asia. He wrote a book on his experiences and shortly afterwards took part in the Herero campaign 
in which he was so badly wounded in his leg that he was obliged to leave the Service.  He took up journalism 
and returned to Peking where he became correspondent of the “Vossische Zeitung”.  On the outbreak of the 
Great War (WW I)  he got back to the Army some how and fought at Ypres where he was again severely 
wounded. The wound was to the back of the head and it seriously affected his eye-sight; but he nevertheless 
returned to Peking once more and again took up journalism; this time for the “Frankfurter Zeitung”.  
 He is married to a German wife who lives at Peking with him. 
 There is strong evidence to show that he works for the (non-Nazi) German Secret Service.  He has also 
been in close touch with soviet Officials in China. 
 
AOB: those really studying this document they will have noticed the wobbling opinions within the British Secret 
Services. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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  Extract from reports by agent. 
 Colonel Bauer. 
  Dr. Böhme (Boehme), conversing on Colonel Bauer, stated that this latter will not be in the 
China Government service whatever.  The expenses incurred in connection with his and his assistants’ travelling 
to China, etc., will be paid personally by General Chiang Kai-shek. Bauer’s duties will be purely advisory on 
construction work. Bauer is anxious to induce German trade in China, but he does not represent any German 
firms.  Böhme remarked that he had seen Colonel von Salzmann, who was very pessimistic with regard to the 
whole of China’s politics will have to be repeated. Böhme also remarked that there have been no German 
officers in Nanking prior to Bauer’s arrival. All the newspaper talk about the Germans signifies that in general 
the Germans are feared. There is not talk whatsoever the French and Japanese military officers in Nanking. 
 Dr. Vogel is expected to return to Shanghai on Monday, November the 26th, when Dr. Böhme will hand 
over the position to him. 
 Mr. Sperling (Advisor to Feng Yu-hsiang), states that the communication published in the “North China 
Daily news” giving an interview with Colonel Bauer is perfectly correct.  The question which is affecting 
General Chiang Kai-shek is how best to utilize the disband soldiers for constructional work on roads, railways, 
etc., and in this particular sphere he hopes to employ Colonel Bauer and his assistants. …. 
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